
  

 

Christmas Quiz XV 
 

All answers are the names of individuals. Unless the round or question indicates otherwise, the answer is the surname – the 

only exception would be if the person is typically known only by a single name, in which case that name is used. ‘Full 

name’ typically means first and last name only, not middle names. All clues are based purely on the name itself and any 

connection to the actual person, their deeds or character is entirely coincidental. 

Answers will be available from Epiphany from www.edrith.co.uk with honour and glory to the highest scoring 

individual/team. Email me with answers by 11:59pm GMT on 5th January for a chance at victory or the honour roll. 

Scientists and inventors 

1 Ship, wheel or wain?  

2 Scientist, hea thyself l  

3 Hunting birds or selling goods  

4 Child of a stair chicken  

5 The highest level of health  

6 The speed of light inside one of two short thick ones  

7 Tersely describe the levitation of a writing implement  

8 Wedding band for a familiar French person  

9 Canadian redhead’s misspelt name precedes a Dutch financial 

institution. 

 

10 Unpleasant smell to south-east  

Political and military leaders 

11 Chapel, ailing  

12 McCluskey is at home  

13 Boot  

14 Noah’s wife or one of his daughters in law?  

15 A long-nosed fish without hair, each followed by me  

16 Hole with added tea  

17 Start  

18 Quiet! Also known as.  

19 Business founded by Frances?  

20 A happy rock  

Authors and poets 

21 Golden animal dwelling  

22 Jesus, that is.  

23 Threatening action of a warrior, exponentially  

24 Damage a key component of brass  

25 Remove hard outer case of one of the ‘Big Four’  

26 Address a short video in the vocative  

27 Cut off, describing the time during which the speaker changes 

position 

 

28 Disturbance caused by female instigator  

29 D’oh!  

30 Sort ties, unsorted  

Artists, musicians and composers 

31 Male alien  

32 Short sleep in itemisation  

33 Sounds like a piece of cooking equipment used for display  

34 Not the Iron Lady  

35 Egg-layer precedes the ninth doctor.  

36 A friend has great perseverance within him  

37 Potential name of a footwear character in Adams comic  

38 Fifty in a multitude  

39 Not a swallow  

40 Possessing big biceps?  

Myths and legends (First name) 

41 Referring to this collection of the 21st letters  

42 Conduct draining medical procedure on nephew of Abraham  

43 Cantabrian light entertainment society belonging to a woman  

44 Short Roman sea before America  

45 Last elven high king’s boy replaced by a net  

46 Legal document precedes short vote counter’s declaration of 

identity 

 

47 Country belonging to the founder of Ravenclaw  
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48 Declaration that one has disposed of Euler’s number for money  

49 If you had no coat, you might catch one of these in Spain  

50 New? Quite the reverse, trailing a grain’s outer layer.  

Biblical characters (first name) 

51 Dentist reproaches a patient refusing examination  

52 A tame emergency room  

53 Palindrome proverbially addressed with a palindrome  

54 Frodo, Merry or Hamfast; not Elanor or Goldilocks  

55 Space station’s declaration upon attaining self-awareness  

56 Sounds like a South African medical professional  

57 Smells of pineapple drops  

58 9-5  

59 The melodic but wordless sound of sodium  

60 Rug muscle  

Deities 

61 Established the Office for Students  

62 Thorium, alternatively  

63 Possessed restfulness  

64 One Spanish chicken  

65 Fire’s residue rent the sound of thorn  

66 To be a repetitive third person participle  

67 Fasten a floor covering  

68 Flower belonging to a Mexican folk hero  

69 Possessing less hair  

70 Carry Planck’s constant  

Fictional characters (books) 

71 Embarkation point for trains to Bristol  

72 Cut grass for a distance of 9.81 Chinese miles  

73 Most of a Took with lengthy socks (full name)  

74 Flemish female horse, happy and carefree (full name)  

75 Medical practitioner who does not achieve much  

76 Fifty in houses  

77 Juniper drinks stored in sacks  

78 Lizzy known for wearing a raincoat  

79 Financial instrument issued by England’s last Catholic king (full 

name) 

 

80 Singular thermal underwear, metallic grey (full name)  

Fictional characters (television) 

81 Simpson boy permitted  

82 A search engine for candle sellers (full name)  

83 Significant other found in a sports class  

84 Blue-green ocean  

85 Sea Piaf in monochrome (full name)  

86 Italian herb is not functional (full name)  

87 A dragon-slaying swine?  

88 Male cat precedes short servant girl living in a farm building (full 

name) 

 

89 A container for spring flowers (full name)  

90 Principal combat scored for a single sharp  

Miscellany 

91 Romans beware double fifty.  

92 Highest commander: a cockney champion  

93 Blimey! English beverage is not difficult  

94 Forcibly prevent lowest value Meiji-era coin from talking  

95 The rock is alive  

96 A policeman lightly burns 112,000 pounds (full name)  

97 Tramp’s companion urges on prima donna  

98 What one might say when considering an unexpected 

consignment of boxes 

 

99 My (French) fish eggs  

100 Describing a river horse’s possession that resembles the eighth 

month 

 

 


